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ABSTRACT 

The WBAN network considers the sensors within or around the body. In a hospital or a room there can be more 

than one patient wearing a WBAN network. In such case the communication to the medical server from the 

WBAN network is done through a common channel. The common channel communication requires medium 

access control layer to operate. This paper discusses the role of MAC layer as well as the MAC layer module in 

the Wireless body area network.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless body area sensor systems comprise of a wide range of sorts of sensors going for observing a wide 

assortment of surrounding conditions [1]. A portion of the e-human services applications for sensor systems are 

giving interfaces to the patient checking [2]. The physiological information gathered by the sensor systems can 

be put away for an extensive stretch of time and can be utilized for restorative investigation [1]. Further, the 

crucial information will be communicated to the database utilizing short-go specialized gadgets of wireless. A 

considerable measure of limitations in the e-social insurance area incorporate breaks in pernicious assaults and 

adjustment of the patient-occupant secrecy, which extraordinary lawful and expert results are in have of. While 

running the wireless e-human services framework, to ensure there is no danger of jeopardizing the lives of 

patients is a noteworthy concern[3][4].  

There are a few sensor hubs that gather restorative information from the patient and send it to the sink. The sink 

is interesting for each WBAN and goes about as an entryway between the WBAN and the outer system. The 

outside system can be any system giving an association between the therapeutic center and the medicinal server. 

By and large, the correspondence between the outer system and the sink will be wireless [5]. The medicinal 

server safely stores, forms and deals with the gigantic measure of restorative bio-information originating from 

the majority of the patients. This information would then be able to be watched and examined by restorative 

staff [2] [6]. 

2. MAC(MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL) 

The MAC convention plays out the testing assignment of settling contention among hubs while sharing the basic 

remote channel for transmitting packets. Conventional irregular channel get to conventions that are utilized as a 

part of wired system, for example, CSMA [6][7] are not extremely successful here. This is because of the way 
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that proliferation way misfortunes in the remote medium reason a similar flag to be heard diversely at various 

focuses in the system presenting issues, for example, concealed terminal and uncovered terminal issues. To 

address these issues, IEEE 802.11 standard recommends a varieties of CSMA, known as the CSMA/CA, 

alongside a possibility for channel reservation utilizing a trade of control parcels to guarantee a high likelihood 

of accomplishment for transmitting information bundles [8]. Macintosh conventions have been generally 

contemplated for remote systems because of its ease and simple execution. IEEE 802.11 MAC [9] is such a 

convention, to the point that has been effectively sent in remote LANs and has additionally been joined in 

numerous remote testbeds and reenactment bundles for remote multi-bounce portable impromptu systems. It 

utilizes four-way handshake methods. The RTS and CTS are utilized to maintain a strategic distance from 

crashes with long information bundles. The estimation of NAV conveyed by RTS or CTS is utilized to hold the 

medium to keep away from potential impacts and in this way alleviate the concealed terminal issue. The ACK is 

utilized to affirm the fruitful transmission without blunders.  

Albeit different MAC plans have been broadly considered with regards to wired systems, they can't be 

specifically connected to the settings of MANETs, which have a few one of a kind attributes that well separate 

themselves from their wired partners. In the first place, remote channels are not as dependable as wired ones, 

experiencing way misfortune, blurring, and impedance. Additionally, the usable transfer speed is constrained. 

Second, by its name, a MANET is made out of various hubs that can move around. Thus, the system topology 

may encounter constant change and cause visit course breakages and re-steering movement [10]. Third, in 

MANETs, versatile hubs are normally computationally restricted and battery controlled, which implies they 

can't bear the cost of complex and vitality serious calculation. Last, however not minimum, MANETs by nature 

are self-sorted out, self controlled, and disseminated. As such, there is no brought together controller that has 

culminate information of the considerable number of hubs in the system. Rather, every hub can just have 

deficient or now and again skewed perspective of the system. Therefore, it needs to settle on choices with 

defective data. Because of every one of these obstacles postured by MANETs, accomplishing straightforward, 

productive, reasonable, and vitality proficient MAC, while exceptionally alluring, is testing [10].  

Impromptu systems administration is a multi-layer issue. Fig. 1 demonstrates the primary layers of the 

convention stack. The PHY layer conveys data over the remote medium. The MAC layer permits and controls 

access to the mutual remote channels.  

 

Fig 1: WBAN Layers [11] 
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The network layer trades data to discover and design productive and dependable ways between any two hubs in 

the MANET. The transport layer keeps up end-to-end availability by taking care of deferrals and bundle 

misfortunes. At long last, the application layer comprises of utilizations which can adapt to the successive 

detachments and reconnections of the shared hubs. 

3. MAC MODULE 

The MAC module comprises of a non specific MAC process model and one of the MAC convention process 

models [12]. The structure of the MAC module is delineated in Figure 2. In any case, it is additionally feasible 

for it to be incorporated into a self-executed higher layer module. This is clarified in [13]. 

 

Fig 2: MAC module in Wireless Network [12] 

The MAC module appeared in Fig. 2 demonstrates that the non specific MAC process show summons a MAC 

convention process model to control the parcel stream in the medium. The motivation behind having a bland 

MAC process model to call the MAC convention models is to empower us to reuse some portion of the MAC 

show and to enable the clients to choose distinctive conventions from the system demonstrate as opposed to 

from the hub display.  

A MAC procedure show is worked for general instatements of the MAC module, and to summon the chose 

MAC convention process demonstrate. This enables us to reuse the MAC procedure show, the hub display and 

the system demonstrate, and to change conventions effectively. The MAC convention process demonstrates 
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actualizes the MAC convention. At the point when a bundle lands from the ARP layer or the radio recipient, the 

convention procedure display is interfered with [12]. When transmitting, it snatches the information bundle from 

the ARP layer, annexes a header to the parcel, lines it up, performs trade of the control parcels, and transmits the 

bundle. At the beneficiary, when the information parcel touches base at the radio collector, the bundle gets left 

behind to the MAC convention process show for address checking and header expulsion, and forward to the 

ARP layer. To build reusability, the parameters that are shared among every one of the models in this module 

are pronounced in the header document, general. This header document is incorporated into all models related 

with the module to maintain a strategic distance from rehashed affirmations [12]. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the basic concept of WBAN along with MAC layer. The paper covers the role of each layer 

of OSI model in the WBAN network. Moreover, paper describes the detail of the MAC module in the WBAN. 

This description shows the significance of the MAC in the WBAN. In future, the MAC can be handled 

sensitively to improve the performance of the WBAN.  
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